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Haunting time-slip story sensitively dramatising the personal and
social effects of the Great Plague of 1665–1666. Although fictional, the
story is inspired by the true story of the village of Eyam in Derbyshire
which isolated itself during the plague. An easy read though demands
a fair amount of inference. Will appeal to boys and girls.
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‘A long time ago,’ began Catherine, just as if she was telling them a story,
as indeed she was, at first. ‘On a day just like this, in autumn, three children
came up from the village to spend the winter in the barn.’

Overview
for
teachers

Context
About the author
The prolific author, poet, playwright and screenwriter, Berlie Doherty, was born on 6th November
1943 in Liverpool. A keen reader and encouraged to write from an early age by her father, her first
stories were published in local newspapers when she was only five years old! Naturally enough
it seems, she went on to study English at Durham University before training to be a teacher at the
University of Sheffield. She worked as a social worker and teacher and was later commissioned to
write a schools series for BBC Radio Sheffield after they broadcast a short story she had submitted
when on her teaching course.
She decided to create stories full-time when her children were older and her first book How Green
You Are! was published in 1982. She mostly writes for children and often works with them when
developing her novels. In fact, she got the idea for Children of Winter after working with a group
of children from a Sheffield school: “We spent the day in a very old barn, Bowsen Barn, near
High Bradfield...This barn had a very strong atmosphere of the past, and the children used it as the
setting for some wonderful ghost stories. At the end of the day, when we were reading our stories
round the flickering light of a gas lamp, I said, ‘I’ve got a feeling that somebody used to live here,
a long time ago. Who do you think it could have been?’. One of the children said, ‘It could have
been somebody sheltering from the Great Plague’. I knew, straight away, that I was going to write
a story about it, and that I would set it in that very barn”.
She has won many awards including the prestigious Carnegie Medal twice; the first time in 1987
for Granny Was a Buffer Girl, and again in 1992 for Dear Nobody.
She lives in Edale, Derbyshire and continues to write, taking inspiration from the places and
people around her.

Just as the spring emerges and with it the renewed hope of survival, the plague arrives at their
doorstep when Dan’s friend, Clem the shepherd, collapses at the barn’s doorstep. The children know
they should leave him outside if they are to survive, but Dan reminds them that they must look after
him somehow as that is ‘what mother would do’. His sisters agree, but insist that no one touches
him. However, Dan’s humanity and instinctive sympathy get the better of him when he sees how
badly the dying Clem is suffering and briefly nurses him and gives him comfort. Catherine is beside
herself with anger and frustration when she finds out, especially when Dan himself gets a fever,
the first symptom of the plague, not long after. It is at this point that a man comes knocking at the
barn to declare that the plague is over. Dan gets up to open a shutter and the action moves back to
the present time with Catherine having a sense that she recognised the man’s voice. The children’s
father and mother are outside ready to carry on with their walk and ask if Andrew has caught a cold
since he’s sneezing. The story ends ambiguously with Catherine shouting ‘I’m coming home’. Is it
the past or present Catherine we hear? Or perhaps both?

Themes to look out for
• Survival
• The plague
• Nature of time
• Sacrifice
• Caring
• Humanity

What’s the story about?
Out walking with her family in the Derbyshire hills, Catherine Tebbutt and her family take shelter
from a sudden storm in an old, atmospheric barn. Instantly, Catherine feels a connection with the
barn; it feels strangely familiar to her, as though she knows it well and has been there before.
When Catherine and her two younger siblings, Andrew and Patsy, are left alone in the barn, they
decided to use the strange knowledge to play ‘Let’s pretend’, only to find the game of pretend is
true as they slip back in time to 1666, the year of the Great Plague.
Three children, Catherine, Dan and Tessa Tebbutt, have been sent by their parents to live in an old
shepherd’s barn on a hill, quarantined above their plague-gripped village. Promising to get them
when the plague is over, their parents remain in the village to look after Grandma Tebbutt, herself
ill with plague.
The story largely follows the three children as they are left to fend for themselves from autumn
until spring, enduring many difficulties including a harsh winter, limited food, isolation as well as
living with fear and the idea of loss. Catherine, the eldest, naturally takes charge, though it is as
a loving family that they are able to pull through - each helping the other when needs be and each
using ‘What would mother do?’ as their guiding moral compass.
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Literary techniques

Presentation of character is
achieved through
• What the character says
• What the character does
• What other characters say about them
• How other characters react to them
• How they are described in the narrative

Characters

There is no description of what characters look like in the story, neither are there any explicit details
of feelings. Much has to be inferred by what they do and how they react.

Catherine

The eldest of the three children, Catherine takes over the maternal reigns when they are sent to live
in the barn by their parents. She feels responsible for her younger siblings and worries over them
throughout the story. Her character is not a sentimental portrayal of a caring older sister though.
Instead, she is presented in more flawed, but realistic terms. She is caring and thoughtful, but at
times, she gets impatient, resentful, angry and frustrated by the actions of her brother and sister.
She feels the wearing effects of having to carry the burden of responsibility and mourns her former
girlish self. However, as she is a private, thoughtful person these things have to be inferred by her
actions and dialogue rather than through more explicit methods.

Tessa

Lively-spirited Tessa is the middle child and manages to support both her younger and older sibling
with her practical cheerfulness. Her sometimes brusque positive outlook is an antidote to Catherine’s
pessimistic thoughts (exemplified in the apple scene of Chapter 4) and a crutch to her younger
brother’s need for comfort and sympathy. She suffers as much as the other two, but manages to find
solace in the simple routines, for example, when she milks Cloudy in Chapter 4 it ‘seemed to her
that everything was all right, after all’.

Dan

Dan is the youngest of the three children and the one that probably makes the biggest leap in maturity
in the novel. He begins the story with his ‘thumb in his mouth’ wanting to be cared for. Finding he
does not get the same sort of sympathy from his sisters than he would from his mother, he quickly
learns he must a play a role in their survival too and in so doing, discovers he is a resourceful,
practical person who wanders the woods finding food for the others. He is also the character at the
end of the novel that cannot turn his friend Clem away, even though he has the plague and could
endanger them all. His caring for Clem could either be viewed as perilously stupid or the epitome of
bravery. Whatever your opinion, it shows a boy who must act in the face of suffering.
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Setting

The setting can
• Be a backdrop to the action
• Reflect characters’ experiences
• Symbolise ideas the author wishes to convey
• Have its own culture and values
• Cause conflict and distress

Much of the story takes place in and around the barn above the village. Contained in this way, the focus
can remain on the children and the way they cope with their situation and development as characters.
Their isolation conversely gives them a sense of safety and vulnerability. While they are alone they
have a chance of surviving the plague, though they are in danger of running out of food and have only
themselves to rely upon.
Having established the warm, light barn as their sanctuary, the writer is therefore able to create a
sense of anxiety when the children stray away from it, for example, when they go down to the river,
their protection against the plague becomes compromised as Maggie Hoggs, in her grief-ridden
derangement, attempts to infect the children with the deadly disease. The shift in the setting also allows
the writer to sensitively hint at the impact of the plague upon the village.
The portrayal of the weather plays an important part in the story. Often personified to add a sense of
greater power, it acts as a dominant backdrop to the drama in the story and is more explicitly sketched
out than the characters. It remains a constant presence in their lives and is used to provide a sense
of time passing, to hint at a sense of danger, to develop the plot by making life more difficult for the
children and to symbolise their moods. See the ‘Special feature’ section for further exploration.

Narrative techniques
Written in the third person, the narrative voice is an observant one and told mainly from Catherine’s
point of view. Concentrating on describing the environment, the narrator points out details of the
hostile landscape and weather, encouraging the reader to empathise with Catherine and her siblings’
challenging experience. We may not know what it is like to live through a plague, but we all have
experienced the discomfort of cold weather and pelting rain.
To add further drama to the story, the narrator includes questions. For example, in Chapter 7, the
children wake to find the ground frozen and the narrator asks ‘How would they feed her [Cloudy the
Cow] when the grass was frozen into the ground? And if they gave her the oats and corn that they
themselves ate, would these last her till the thaw?’ These questions frame the children’s worries about
their situation and cast a dark cloud of uncertainty regarding their future.
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Structure
Structure is the order or pattern in which a novel
is put together and should
• Maintain the interest of the reader
• Move the action from one episode to the next
• Arouse a reader’s interest in character or situation
• Create a moment of crisis
• Create expectation or surprise

Using a time lapse structure that sandwiches the 1666 Great Plague between present time
Derbyshire, Doherty seamlessly manages to connect the two time periods through repeating
references to objects and actions. The barn, blackberries and other berries ‘bright as blood’
appear in both time frames throwing light on the writer’s idea of the transient yet cyclical
passage of humans within a more enduring landscape.
Making parallels between the two time frames is necessary again at the end of the story if we
are to figure out an answer to a deliberately ambiguous ending. I like to believe Dan, like
Andrew, only caught a cold, but as there were subtle differences between each parallel action
then perhaps we are wise to surmise otherwise, especially when you look back to Chapter 1
and the present day Catherine senses ‘such a terrible feeling of loss’ when in the barn. What
do you think?

Language
Children of Winter is a story where nature is described with more potent imagery than character,
especially the weather which is regularly realised by the writer through personification. See
the ‘Special feature’ section for a more detailed exploration.
As the novel progresses and things become increasingly difficult, the adjectives and similes
of the semantic field of winter set in. ‘Cold’ is repeated and ‘the ground under Cloudy’s tree
was as hard as iron’. It is unforgiving, but as they ‘clung to each other for warmth’ they find
a love and closeness in their desperation.
To create an unnerving and supernatural atmosphere before Catherine and her siblings timeslip
from the present to year 1666, Doherty uses the repetition of the word ‘strange’ in Chapter 1,
for example, ‘Why did the place give her such a strange feeling...‘ and ‘she struggled to pull
herself out of the strange feeling of sadness...’. And, as Catherine’s brother and sister run out
of the front door at the end of Chapter 1, the change in her dialect signals that the timeslip is
complete and the ‘strangeness’ becomes a reality from Chapter 2 onwards.
As mentioned in the ‘Narrative techniques’ section, questions are used to create a sense of
doubt and anxiety over the children’s future while the ellipses in Chapter 1 show a suspension
point in Catherine’s thoughts as her knowledge of what she ‘sees’ in the past begins to
crystalise and become clearer.
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Special feature
Personification
Personification is
a technique used by writers to give an
inanimate object human characteristics,
such as ‘the stairs groaned’ or ‘the wind
howled’. It gives the object extra power
which can be used to create mystery,
curiosity and unease.

At the beginning of the story the weather dictates where the characters should go as the wind
supernaturally ‘sighs like a whisper around them’ (foreshadowing the unworldliness of later events)
before it decides to ‘bring the rain stinging like lashes of a whip across their faces...’ brutally
forcing the characters to take shelter in the barn. Once there, the ‘wind shrieked round’ on cue as
the children discuss the Great Plague setting up a strange sinister atmosphere before the children
timeslip to 1666.
From then on, the weather arguably becomes the children’s nemesis in the story. No friend, the rain
‘bullied them from all sides, it seemed...’ and the wind ‘mocked her [Catherine] with its great roar...’
(Chapter 2) increasing the children’s sense of difficulty and vulnerability from a relentless enemy.
Avoiding the plague is not their only problem it seems. The bruising personification of the weather
outside also acts as a contrast to the more gentle adjectives of the barn, ‘dry warmth’ and ‘kind light
of the fluttering candle’. The barn is not ‘alive’ like the weather but is instead a place of predictable
shelter where no apparent harm can come to them.
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Activities
for
children

Pictures
and objects

Before reading

Ideas for getting started
Engaging with the world of the novel

Social and
historical context

Look at an Ordnance Survey map covering the place you live. Use the key to help
you unlock what it tells you about your area. Did anything surprise you? What did
you enjoy most about looking at the map? Where have you been on the map? See if
you can find a map of your area from one hundred years ago. What has changed?
Examine a jug, some bowls, a lantern, candles, a bible and a piece of writing slate
and decide on a story that these objects could tell. Decide on what would be
the most precious object from the group.

What do you know about the Great Plague of 1665–66? Find out what you
can. How does it compare to the Black Death plague in the 1300s?
How did people in the 1600s live?
Find out what you can about the village of Eyam, Derbyshire during the
1666 plague. What do you think of their decision to cut themselves off?

Facts

What is a cruck barn?
What is a copse?
What does moorland, fern and gorse look like?
What does the word ‘plague’ mean?

Debate

How far does history repeat itself?
Do you believe in reincarnation?
Do you believe in ghosts?
Have you ever gone somewhere new and felt you have
been there before? What felt familiar to you?
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During reading

Stopping places

1

Developing understanding of narrative and literary techniques
Read to the end of Chapter 1
The Old Cruck Barn
Focus on...

2

Read to the end of Chapter 3
Alone
Focus on...
• Links between past and present times
• The nature of time

Things to discuss
Character: In what ways are the characters in this section similar to the ones in the previous chapter?
What do the characters’ actions and dialogue reveal about the plague?
Do you think the children will see their mother again?

• How the writer creates a sense of mystery
• Setting the scene
• Presentation of the landscape

What do you think is going to happen to the children?
How do you think the different characters must be feeling at this point in the story? How would you cope
in their position?
Setting: How is the barn presented? How does it compare to its presentation in Chapter 1?

Things to discuss

What might the barn symbolise?

Character: How much do you learn about the characters in the first chapter? Do you need to know more to
help you visualise them? What more would you like to know?

would come to be known as the sitting stone’. What does this reveal about the narrator? How does this

Narrator: At the beginning of Chapter 3, the narrator tells us that the mother is sitting on ‘a boulder that
narrative insight into the future make you feel about the story?

Why do you think Catherine can ‘remember’ what happened in the barn over four hundred years ago?

Structure: What connections are there in this section to the first chapter? What similarities do you notice?

Setting: Underline the words and phrases used to describe the landscape in this first chapter. What do you
notice? How is the landscape presented?
In what ways was the old cruck barn presented? What secrets do you think the old cruck barn might hold?
Why do you think Catherine behaves in such a strange way in the barn?
On page 11, when the children are playing ‘Pretend’, why do you think the wind keeps interrupting their
conversation? What does it suggest about the wind?

Look at the depiction of the weather and the barn, the presentation of the children and parents, narrative
questions, the tone of each chapter, time of year, repeated objects and descriptions.

‘psst...’

Why do you think the author has included objects, such as the berries described ‘as bright as blood’, in
both time frames? Catherine fails to break the berry branch in Chapter 1 but succeeds in Chapter 2. Why
do you think the author decided to include two different outcomes?

Structure: How does the author prepare you that something strange is going to happen in the story?
Which words or phrases are used to foreshadow future events?

Structure and language: The author doesn’t name the ‘boy and girl’ to begin with at the beginning of

When did you begin to realise that Catherine had been to the barn before?

say that?

Chapter 2. Who did you think they were? When did you know they were Dan and Tessa? Why do you

What does the father getting lost and the mother leaving the children in the barn by themselves add to the
story?

Language: Underline examples of personification in this section. What do you notice? Why do you think

Language: How did the first sentence hook you into the story?
What words or phrases does the author use to create a sense of mystery or to make you feel uneasy?

Story: What might the chapter title, The First Day, be referring to?

it is being used? Which is your favourite image and why?

How does this affect the tone of the story?

Theme: At what point in this section did you realise

How does the final line of the chapter hook you? How is it different to Catherine’s previous dialogue? What
does it suggest has happened to Catherine?

the story had shifted in time?

Narrative: On page 2, the narrator states, ‘It wasn’t fair’ that Dad always carried the map. Whose viewpoint
do you think this is? What does this phrase suggest about whose side the narrator is on?
Story: What kind of story do you think you are going to read? Why do you say that?
Is it a story you think you will enjoy? Why?

What clues were there?
How do you explain the shift in time?
Do you think you are reading two stories or
just one?
Is there anything you are uncertain about?

What time frame do you expect the next chapter to be in?

You could...
Compare the presentation of landscape with the presentation of character. Which is described in more detail:
landscape or character? Why do you think the author uses figurative language for the landscape, but not for
the characters? What can you picture most, the landscape or the people?
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Read to the end of Chapter 6
A Gift from Home
Focus on...
•
•
•
•

Presentation of children and their life
Effects of the plague
Narrative viewpoint
Reader’s changing emotions

Things to discuss

4

Read to the end of Chapter 9
The End of the Dancing
Focus on...
• Presentation of the plague

Things to discuss

Character: Explore the ways the children are presented in this section. What more do you learn
about them and their relationship? Is your relationship with your brother and sister (if you have one)
anything like theirs?
How do you feel about them and their situation? What has the author done to make you feel that way?
Setting: What impression does the author create of life in the barn for the children? What would you
like/dislike about it if you were in their position? What do you learn about the food they eat? How is
it different to your diet?
So far, the story has focussed on the children’s life in the barn. This changes in this section as they
venture down to the river. What does the change in action and focus have on the characters? How
might it develop the story further? How does the reader react?
Narrator: On page 35, the narrator tells us that Catherine ‘loved the smell of apples, and for many
years to come would remember it’. What can you infer from this piece of information about Catherine’s
future? Do you trust what the narrator tells you?
Although the story is told in the third person, we see the action from the point of view of Catherine.
This changes on page 63 when we see the action from their mother’s point of view. What does this add
to the story and how did it make you feel when you read it?
Structure: At the beginning of Chapter 5, the writer deliberately withholds information about who is
making the noise that Dan and then his sisters hear. Before you discovered it was a mouse, who or
what did you think was making the noise? Why do you think the writer didn’t want to tell you it was
a mouse to begin with? What would have been lost if she did?

Character: How would you describe Dick Moffat’s character? From what you have read, what role
in the story might he serve? Through Dick, we get a glimpse of how Tessa looks now. How shocked
were you by her description? Why do you think the writer left it until this point in the story to present
the way the children look?
Setting: How does the arrival of winter reflect the arrival of the plague?
Narrator: How did the author prepare you that the plague was soon to arrive at the barn?
Language: What words or phrases suggest things have become more difficult for the children?
Structure: How has the author created a sense of danger and foreboding in each of the chapters
leading up to the final arrival of the plague at the barn?
How inevitable do you think it was that the plague would reach the children? Did you expect it to
arrive with Clem or did you think someone else might bring it? Why do you say that?
What do you think the title of Chapter 9, The End of the Dancing, refers to? How far do you think
Chapter 9 is a turning point in the story? What might change now?
Theme: How is the plague presented in this section?
Prediction: What do you think will happen next?
Do you think the children will survive the plague?

Symbolism: What might the ‘precious candle’ be symbolic of? What do you think would happen if it
blew out or burnt right down?
Theme: What effect is the plague having on the village?
What do you feel certain or uncertain about at this point in the story? How has the author created a
sense of uncertainty?
Story: What did you think of the end of Chapter 6? What do you think is going to happen to their
mother and father?

You could...
Chart the change in emotions of all three children in this section, for example, at what points do they
feel despair, anger or joy? Consider each time how the writer has shown this in the story. How much
is implicit and how much is explicitly told. Now think about your own changing emotions as you read
the story. When do you feel hopeful or sad? What has the writer done to make you feel that way?
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Read to the end of the novel
Focus on...
• The story ending

Things to discuss
Character: What do you think happened to Dan? Why do you say that? Is there anything in the final chapter
to suggest he survived?
What does Dan’s actions towards Clem reveal about him? What would you have done in his situation?
What do you think happened to Clem? What makes you think that?
Why do you think Clem disappeared?
Who was your favourite character?
Setting: In what ways did the weather reflect the feelings of the children in the story?
Structure: At what point in the final chapter did you realise you were back in the present time frame?
Why do you think the writer chose to use a time slip structure to tell the story rather than set the story entirely
in 1666? What, if anything, would you lose and gain by this?
Story: Did you like the way the story ended?
What questions would you like answering?
Do you think the story of Catherine, Dan and Tessa was pretend or real?
Did you learn anything reading this novel? If so, what?
Could you imagine yourself in the book or were you always on the outside looking in?
What was your favourite scene in the story? Why?

You could...
Re-read the first chapter. Does it change the way you view the ending of the novel?
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After reading

Go hiking!

Create & imagine

Developing a personal response to the novel

Go for a walk using an Ordnance Survey
map. Plan where you want to go. How easy
or difficult was it to follow your route?

Exploring thoughts
and feelings
Imagine you are one of the children in the story and
write a diary entry showing your thoughts, feelings,
fears and hopes about the situation you find yourself in.
Choose any scene from the novel that you liked.

Time slip
This story mixes the past with the present. Create your
own script or improvised dramatic scene which involves
travelling into the past, perhaps on a stormy night,
through the portal of a mysterious doorway…

Personify the
weather with music
The depiction of the weather plays an important part in this story
and is often personified. Choose three scenes from the story where
the weather is described and bring it to life with music. Think about
what instruments you will use and how you will play and arrange
them to show the different ‘emotions’ of the weather.
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Memorable quotes
Why did the old place give her such a strange feeling of security,
and such a terrible feeling of loss?
Catherine stared at the door that slammed shut behind her brother
and sister. ‘Aye,’ she said. ‘’ Tis time.’
‘ Then I’ll go,’ said their mother. ‘If there is anything to be left for
thee ’twill be on thy side of the river. But never, never be tempted to
cross that river. Promise me.’
She loved the smell of apples, and for many years to come she
would remember it, sweet and sharp as it rose to greet them every
time they came into the barn.
‘ Tis a good thinking-log,’ she agreed. ‘But it must not be used for
thinking sad thoughts. When that happens we must do as Mother
said, and be busy. Be busy.’
We must never, never let the candle blow out, or burn right-down.
‘ Tis well for thee, hiding up there in the hills! I know thee. And why
should tha be saved, tell me that, when all mine died? Why should
the lord spare thee, and take all mine?’
‘ Tess Tebbutt? Is that right?’ he looked in disbelief at her matted
hair, her dress torn and undarned, the unwashed sheepskin round
her back and on her feet; her face thin and pale and streaked with
dirt. ‘I wouldn’t have known thee, Tess. But then I thought all the
Tebbutt children had died.’

But they were tiny black figures in the huge whitened earth. The
small fire soon burned itself out. The meal was soon eaten. Then
the noises of the night started up again to alarm them. Then,
indeed, the little barn seemed a small place to shelter in.
‘We’ve done the best we can for thee.’

She closed the door behind her, and raced like a
mad thing over the field after the others.
‘Wait for me!’ she shouted. ‘I’m coming home.’

‘Vividly and sensitively realised.’
The Guardian
‘Very well written indeed, and its power rests in the way in which the
strongly defined and sympathetic characters are seen dealing with
their problems – and their feelings.’
Tony Bradman
‘This is my favourite of all her books. It fits into the tradition that
I loved as a child: those wildly exciting ‘Famous Five’ and ‘Secret
Seven’ stories where children have to get by on their own without an
adult in sight.’
Ian McMillan
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